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Code Description
PB900-7 Rollnut Wrench 900/7 inch (175mm)

PB900-9 Rollnut Wrench 900/9 inch (225mm)

PB900-12 Rollnut Wrench 900/12 inch (300mm)

PB900-14 Rollnut Wrench 900/14 inch (350mm)

PLUMBOSS ROLLNUT WRENCH

- Rugged pressed steel frame
- Easy thumb-turn nut for one 

handed operation
- Exceptional trade quality

Code Description Suits Capacity
PESS01 Stainless Squeeze-off Tool for  

gas and water
Poly 0 - 32mm

RD04300 Shut-off Tool for water - PESO1 Poly 10 - 32mm

RD04281 Standing Shut-off for water - 
SSO1C

Poly 20 - 32mm

PSO20-63 Squeeze-off with Chain for water Poly 20 - 63mm

RD08201 Shut-off Tool - CSO1R (can  
re-open the copper)

Copper 20 - 25mm

SQUEEZE-OFF / SHUT-OFF TOOLS 
FOR POLY AND COPPER

A range of shut off tools ideal to have on hand  
for repairs, maintenance, and emergency work.
Prevents the need to shut down the mains. Poly 
will reform & regain flow when the squeeze is 
released (The PESS01 stainless steel tool is 
suitable for water & gas).
The Copper Shut-off tool can re-open the copper.

Code Description
FBI8-28 freezeBOSS INT Pipe FRZ Kit 8 - 28mm

FBE8-35 freezeBOSS EXTREME Pipe Freezing Kit 8 - 35mm

FBI-E500 freezeBOSS INT/EXT Repl Can 500g 415ml

FBU-PRO35 freezeBOSS Pipe Freeze Ultimate Pro-Kit35 8 - 35mm

FBU-700 freezeBOSS Pipe Freeze Ultimate Repl Can 700g

GS-118020 CST2 - Pipe Freezing Kit Cold Shot 10 - 60mm

FREEZEBOSS AND COLD 
SHOT PIPE FREEZING KITS

- Fast action freezing
- Freezes steel, copper & plastic pipe
- Holds pressure up to 230PSI (which is  

much greater than mains water supply)
- Prevents the need to shut off the water  

mains
- Always have on hand for emergencies
- Use freezeBOSS with disposable freeze cans or the 

Cold Shot with C02 bottles

Code Description and Capacity
RD08000 Pipe Descaler 70 - 300mm - DS12

RD08006 Pipe Descaler 70 - 910mm - DS36

PIPE DESCALER
Wide, tough scrapers that remove  
scale, dirt, and corrosion quickly from  
pipe surfaces for better cutting, joining,  
gasket/valve seating, water tapping or  
drilling. Faster and more effective than  
chisels, chains or files. Needs only 50mm of  
clearance. Roller handles for smooth movement. Made of zinc-plated 
steel, blackened for rust protection, blades can also be sharpened. 

Hand operated branch forming  
tool kit for copper tube.
Eliminates up to 90% of T-fitting  
purchases. One brazed joint  
replaces 3 soldered joints. No  
need for tube cutting. 66% fewer  
joints. Less chance for leaks or call backs. 
KKB01 kit also available (1 inch kit).

BRANCHFORMING TOOL KIT NO.2 ½ - 2 INCH
KKB02

T-DRILL BRANCHFORMING PACKAGE ½ - 2 INCH
BFK65CU

The heavy-duty T-DRILL T-65 for  
copper tubes is the best solution for  
pulling branches up to 54 mm off run  
tubes up to 108 mm (with optional  
retrofit kit for up to 168.3mm run tubes). 
Your competitiveness and job profit will  
increase – reduce cutting, welding (only  
one brazed joint), fitting costs, inspection  
costs and risk of call backs due to leaks.  
Extremely fast, form a 50mm branch in  
seconds. Achieve better flow characteristics.
- T-Drill Tube End Notcher ND-54 sold separately
- Stainless Steel version also available, see TD5330808

T-65 SS MACHINE TO SUIT COLLARS OD 17-54MM
TD5330808

The powerful T-DRILL T-65 SS for stainless 
steel is the best solution for pulling branches 
in stainless steel of 20 – 50mm in main run 
tubes up to 114mm (with optional clamping 
system for up to 300mm run tubes). Job 
profit will increase - reduced cutting, welded 
joints, fitting costs, inspection costs and 
tube polishing at welding points. Extremely 
fast, form a 50mm branch in a few minutes. 
Achieve better flow characteristics.
- Collaring heads and pilot drills ordered 

separately as per your requirements
- Copper version also available, see 

BFK65CU

Code Description
RD04649 Cordless Portable Pipe Beveller Adaptor 

RD44644 Carbide Router Bit 15mm x 15deg - RBIT1

RD44648 Carbide Router Bit 25mm x 12deg - RBIT2

BEVEL BOSS PLASTIC PIPE BEVELLER HEAD 
(TO SUIT MILWAUKEE DIE GRINDER)
Plastic pipe beveller adapter for  
Milwaukee die grinder (die grinder  
not included). A Router Bit is  
required, and sold separately,  
choose from 12 or 15 degree.  
Bevel Boss provides a safe way to bevel plastic pipe in the field. In 
addition to safety on the jobsite, the system also provides a consistent 
bevel, fast. Bevel from 50mm OD pipe – no max.

MANUAL PLASTIC PIPE BEVELLER

Code Description
RD04395 Plastic Pipe Beveller 40 - 200mm - BT1

RD04398 Plastic Pipe Beveller 40 - 300mm - BT2

Strong aluminium frame. Produces a  
smooth 15° bevel on all types of plastic  
pipe, the bevel can be up to 38mm long.  
Can be easily adjusted for different pipe  
sizes and thicknesses, with no part changes. 


